I. THE ROLE OF SIMULATION IN SCHEDULING
In the past simulation has been used extensively for purposes of production system design and analysis with great success.
Many simulation professionals recognized the possibility of using simulation to develop and analyze production schedules for these systems, but there were many obstacles in the use of existing simulation languages for this purpose.
The use of simulation for scheduling requires that actual orders and specific activity durations (move, setup, processing, etc.) be used rather than simply aproximating an average mix through the use of probability distributions. The scheduling simulation must be started with the model in the same state as the actual production system, not at all the same thing as clearing statistics after steady-state has been reached. The output from a scheduling simulation must be far more detailed than summary statistics, and must be in a form usable either by a human operator or an automated controller. 
SCHEDULING WITH FACTOR
In practice FACTOR is used both on the basis of a regular scheduling interval and to handle unexpected events as they occur.
At the start of a scheduling interval (a shift, a day a week, etc.) current status information is loaded into the FACTOR database.
The scheduler executes the schedule simulation and reviews summary reports and graphics to evaluate the performance of the schedule. These reports allow him to detect potential scheduling problems and to take action to correct these problems. These new alternatives are then simulated and compared to determine the effectiveness of these solutions.
Once an acceptable schedule has been developed, schedules for all components of interest (machines, material handlers, materials, tooling, etc.) may be generated for distribution to operators or transferred to automated cell controllers.
Often one or more unforeseen events will occur during the scheduling period. These could include a machine failure, the arrival of a rush order or a missed delivery date by a supplier.
These events could be signaled by a human operator or by an automated controller. When the event occurs, the scheduler enters this information into the FACTOR database and evaluates the impact on his schedule through the use of the simulation.
Alternative strategies to address any problems created by the event may be formulated, and th'eir effectiveness determined prior to implementation. 
